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QUALITY MADE BY EURA MOBIL
Set off and leave the worries of everyday life behind – your Eura Mobil will help you do exactly this in every
conceivable way. With their functions and characteristics inspired by years of practical experience, our motor
homes make travelling an endless delight. Whether it be the generous storage space, protection from the
weather thanks to the GRP chassis, stability during winter and comfortable underfloor heating thanks to heated
double floors, insurance benefits or generous warranties – we've thought of everything you could need to make
your holiday worry-free.
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Eura Mobil / 3

ONLY AVAILABLE
FROM EURA MOBIL:

✗

Bonded and all-round sealed body
composite made of hail-protected
glass-fibre reinforced plastic (GRP) in
Eura Mobil Sealed Structure technology
Material composite from aeronautical engineering: high torsional stiffness, best bonding
strength (3.5 t on 1 m profile length), seamless
sealing against moisture penetration, the
hail-protected surface material enables lower
third-party, fire and theft premiums with many
insurance companies than with comparable
vehicles with aluminium sheeting

✗
EURA MOBIL BASICS

SET YOUR OWN
STANDARD AND
COMPARE YOURSELF!
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✗

Heated and insulated double floor

Frost-protected "basement", all technical
installations are installed protected in the double
floor instead of inside the vehicle or on the
underbody

Additional storage compartments in the
double floor with access from the interior

Double floor offers additional storage possibilities for exterior storage compartments or floor
compartments accessible from the inside

✗
✗

Winter-proof according to EN 1646-2

Rapid heating of the vehicle interior and guarantee of full functionality of the water system even
in severe frost (test cycle with -15 degrees
outside temperature)

Wood-free GRP walls with continuous
insulation

✗

Water tanks are well protected against mechanical damage as well as possible frost-related
functional restrictions

✗

Rot-proof even in case of moisture penetration,
easy to repair, efficient insulation without cold
bridges in the wall

✗

Robust furniture with aluminium profile
reinforcements (3-year warranty)

✗

✗

✗

Lightweight GRP floor panel

Weight reduction for more payload and floor
panel resistant to moisture, road salt, dirt and operating materials

10-year leak-proof guarantee on the
body (up to 150,000km)

Eura Mobil represents high reliability and thus
guarantees you a high degree of safety and risk
protection against possible bodywork defects

Beds with slatted frame and 7-zone cold
foam mattresses

✗
✗

✗

Wide body door with window

✗

10-year leak-proof guarantee on the
body (up to 150,000km)

Easier access, more brightness, view of visitors
outside the door

Eura Mobil represents high reliability and thus
guarantees you a high degree of safety and risk
protection against possible bodywork defects

✗

Insulated frame window flush with the
outer wall featuring a mosquito screen-

Robust aluminium body sills

Sturdy scuff plate against light collision damage

2 quick-acting drain valves for fresh
water in the heated and insulated
double floor

Convenient water tank emptying from the inside

✗

Electrically operated drain valve for
waste water or manual drain cock (for
coachbuilt models) in the heated area

Simple and clean emptying of the waste water
tank

Well-ventilated beds with comfortable mattresses for a relaxed night's sleep

wall unit flaps and flap protection during travel

✗

Underfloor heating effect in the floor
you walk on

Pleasant floor temperature – you can walk
barefoot even in winter!

Torsion-resistant furniture with long service life
and low noise development during travel

Wall units with sturdy metal uprights
and noise damping Durable, quietly closing

Water tanks protected in the insulated
and heated raised floor

✗

Mini-Heki skylights

✗

Minimum 140-litre fresh water tank
capacity

Easy to open, durable skylights with multiple
ventilation positions

Large fresh water capacity for more self-sufficiency from the external water supply

✗

Pressurised water system

Delay-free response of the water system, water
pressure like at home

Harmonious integration into the vehicle design,
efficient insulation
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C OAC H B U I LT S

ACTIVA ONE

PRIORITY FOR THE FAMILY!
In the Activa One, the traditional strengths of Eura Mobil are aligned firmly with the needs of the family: generous storage space for
luggage and toys in the double floor and rear garage, plenty of space for the whole family and sturdy furniture in the interior make the
Activa One the first choice for campers of all ages. The long-lasting GRP bodywork also proves to be a real winner, forming the stable
backbone for many carefree family holidays with a 10-year leak-proof guarantee.
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Bright modern furniture with a
3-year guarantee

Coachbuilts: insulated and heated

Fold-out coachbuilt floor offers
easy access to the driver's cab

Dinette in a wicker beach chair look
with up to four seats with safety belts

Double floor 38 cm high with
plenty of storage space
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C OAC H B U I LT S

ACTIVA ONE

 Example floor plan: AOne 650 HS

EVERYONE HAS THEIR FAVOURITE SPOT …
... could be the motto for the Activa One models. Whether it’s in the seating group or in the large kitchen
with lots of extra space in the cupboards, or in the children's room in the coachbuilt or the rear, or ...there are
places throughout the vehicle that put everyone in a good mood. Simply beautiful to live in!
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Robust upper cabinets with aluminium
profiles and rattle protection feature

Children's room with pull-out bunk
beds and a seating group

Large wardrobe

Kitchen with 142 l refrigerator,
wide pull-outs and dishtowel bar

 Example floor plan: AOne 690 VB
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CA
O AL CKHOB U
V I EL TNS

AC
ACTIVA
T I VA ONE
ONE


Space where you need it.
Large room shower or
washroom with plenty
of space in front of the
washbasin? Both!

SIMPLICITY
ITSELF TO USE ...
The bathroom with its swivelling wash basin combines fun and functionality. Turned to the side, you
have full freedom of movement in the shower as well.
The cabinet with shelves on the side is always accessible and the fan heating unit keeps the bathroom cosy
and warm – just like at home!
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DETAILS AND
HIGHLIGHTS
There's good reason why the
coachbuilts from Eura Mobil
are always at the top of the
rankings for Motorhome of the
Year awards. Word has
definitely gotten round about
their reliable technology,
practical room division concepts and high quality materials and workmanship. And yet,
every Activa One also features
numerous details yet to be
discovered that set the series
apart from the rest.

Single beds in the coachbuilt
In the A One 650 HS you can enjoy a
relaxing night's sleep on two 2m long
single beds in the coachbuilt. But if
you want, you can also make a large
bed out of it by inserting an intermediate piece.

Drip catcher
A clever detail is hidden in the rotating
water outlet of the kitchen tap. No
more annoying dripping and wiping!
The pressurised water system on
board the Activa One ensures an
almost instantaneous water supply,
just like at home.

Coachbuilts
The insulated and heated coachbuilts
offer you a perfect place to relax. The
160x210 cm bed rests upon a sturdy
slatted frame and is well protected
against cooling by efficient wall and
ceiling insulation, the coachbuilt floor
and a fan heating unit.

Flexibility makes the difference
You can decide on the spur of the moment whether
you want to set up the rear of the A One 690 VB
with a double bed on top and a single bed on the
bottom, or the other way around, or with two
single beds, or with two double beds – all of these
options are possible, thanks to the pull-out slatted
frame.

The swivelling table
The tabletop is equipped with an
extension that swivels out, thereby
ensuring that the whole family has
plenty of room when they sit down for
a meal together. Always there when
you need it, but never in the way
when you need to pass through.

Cellar arithmetic
High double floor + individually adjustable storage
area = space exactly where you need it. Made
possible by storage area partitioning by your
authorised dealer – precisely in line with your
wishes. And because it’s Eura Mobil, it’s all
frost-proof, of course, with an underfloor heating
effect as well.

An edge for you
Another hidden, unassuming detail
that makes all the difference: The
robust aluminium panels ensure your
Activa One will be able to handle
kicked-up rocks or branches without
suffering any body damage – which is
good for your wallet and your nerves.

Round seating group without losing
any storage space
The safety belts in the seating group
of the HS models are fixed to the wall
in aluminium profiles. This preserves
the full storage space volume in the
double floor.

Perfectly shaped
It’s not just the Activa One’s intrinsic
values that impress, as the coachbuilt’s dynamically curved front end
and roof component are also
beautifully designed. The hail-proof
GRP surfaces and the way the roof
shades the driver’s cab make this
exterior design very practical as well.
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LOW-PROFILE

PROFILA T / RS

SPOTLIGHT ON
TRAVEL COMFORT

In the semi-integrated models from Eura Mobil, the joy of
travelling grows with each passing day. Well thought-out
spatial ergonomics with optimum freedom of movement and
open lines of sight form the basis for a high feel-good factor. In
combination with the extensive comfort equipment and the
high-quality choice of materials, you will enjoy your best time in
stylish surroundings. Let us inspire you!
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 Example floor plan: PT 720 QF

Large panoramic roof
window

Wall units continuously in one line
into the driver's cab

Two fold-out single seats with
Isofix mounts

Table with
foldable top
Large face-to-face seating group
with two sofas up to 100 cm wide
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LOW-PROFILE

PROFILA T / RS

 Example floor plan: PRS 720 QF

FOR THE
WELL-RESTED

The current trend is for floor plans with lounge sofas facing each other,
so-called face-to-face floor plans. In addition to the open spatial effect,
these variants benefit from the particularly wide, comfortable sofas
with additional belt seats that can be folded out for the journey if required. Eura Mobil is of course onto this trend, with the extra storage space
in the double floor and garage, as well as the clever kitchen and bathroom
design. The face-to-face seating groups show their strengths in the Profila
RS especially, with its lift-up bed flush with the ceiling. In addition to the
extra freedom of movement and seating comfort, there is also more light
thanks to two large windows on both sides of the seating group.
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Panoramic glass roof and Midi-Heki make for an extremely
bright and airy atmosphere under the roof

Handy shelves right next
to the lift-up bed

Double bed with 190 x
143 cm width

Comfortably low entry
height for the lift-up bed

 Example floor plan: PRS 720 QF
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LOW-PROFILE

PROFILA T / RS

 Example floor plan: PRS 720 QF

WHAT A KITCHEN ...
... That’s the first thing you’ll say when you see the ergonomically curved kitchen centre in the EF floor plans.
The carefully detailed workmanship that’s so apparent in the spice rack and the illuminated high-gloss splash
guard is combined with design highlights like the retractable tap under the foldable worktop extension, which
can also be used as a dish draining board.
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Practical
spice rack

Hinged cover and
retractable tap

Room-divider doors to separate the kitchen and
the bathroom and the bathroom and the bedroom

Ergonomically curved kitchen unit front with a mineral
work surface and an integrated sink (“cast in one piece”)
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LOW-PROFILE

PROFILA T / RS

WANT TO BET THAT ...
... you'll start dreaming in Profila beds? Wide, cold foam
mattresses on stable, ventilated slatted frames with
adjustable headboards are the comfortable basis for a
relaxed night's sleep. For even more comfort, we have
positioned reading lights, USB ports and wardrobe
within easy reach. The bed height can also be varied on
the centrally arranged double bed in the QF versions.
The layouts up to 7 m impress with a compact washroom with integrated shower cubicle and swivelling
washbasin – so there is always plenty of room to move
even in a compact space.
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 Example floor plan: PT/PRS 720 QF

 Example floor plan: PT 660 EB

DETAILS AND
HIGHLIGHTS
Many details, one concept.
Everyone will find their own
personal highlights in the
individual floor plans of the
Profila series. What they all
have in common is their
distinctive functionality in a
stylish, premium setting.

Couldn’t be any easier
The sofas in the EF and QF floor plans
can be transformed into single seats
in the direction of travel – with Isofix
mounts – in no time.

Easy access
The large storage compartments in the
730 EF are designed to allow you easy
access to contents from the inside –
and it’s just as easy to load from the
outside!

Variable garage
The height-adjustable bed in the QF
models ensures you’ll have enough space to transport bicycles if you like.

Spatial transformation
The room-divider doors that separate
the kitchen and bathroom, and the
two sliding doors between the
bathroom and bedroom, allow you to
transform the bathroom into a
dressing room in the wink of an eye.

A clear symbol of quality
A sturdy GRP roof compartment on
the Profila RS for the lift-up bed
instead of a simple flip-up wall with a
curved standard roof.

Extra bedroom
The 730 EF plays a special role in the
model range. With its low single beds
and a bathroom that extends across
the entire width of the vehicle, this
floor plan features two accessible
rooms at the rear.

For tall people
The single bed variants EB / EF have
large garages and comfortable beds
with bed lengths of up to 196 cm.
There is a wardrobe underneath and a
linen compartment under the second
bed.

Extremely easy to operate
The push of a button is all it takes to
empty the waste water tank
conveniently from the garage. No
more dirty hands, no more bending
over – this is what comfort is all
about.

Wall unit with profile
The wall units from Eura Mobil are
fitted with reinforcing aluminium
profiles for maximum stability. A
rubber lip is incorporated into the
profile to prevent rattling noises while
driving or loud closing noises.
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LOW-PROFILE

PROFILA T MERCEDES

NEW

A TRUE DELIGHT
The new Profila T on the Mercedes Benz promises holiday enjoyment in its purest form. With great attention
to detail, we have now brought our best-selling series to the highest level of perfection in the exclusive
combination with the Mercedes Sprinter chassis. The elegant and dynamic exterior design is only the emotional expression of this model series – Evolution – which is already visible at first glance.
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Flat roof connection for a dynamic design and
efficient flow characteristics

Opening panoramic roof window
above the driver's cab

Smooth transition from the living
area into the driver's cab

Precisely adapted roof cut-out
with maximum headroom

Driver's cab with modern safety
and assistance systems
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LOW-PROFILE

PROFILA T MERCEDES

TRUE RELAXATION
The very practical advantages of the new Profila top models are worth seeing or enjoying: with AL-KO
low-frame, Alde hot water heating and a raised double floor of 19.5 cm, the new additions already have
luxury-class attributes as their standard features. The new sunroof, available exclusively in the new
models, brings even more fresh air into the driver's cab.
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PURE TRAVEL PLEASURE
In both compact models 676 EB and 696 EB, the kitchens will surprise you with an unusually large amount of
worktop space, large refrigerators and spacious base units with sturdy kitchen pull-outs complete with soft- stop
stops. The bathroom is also impressive, with a high degree of variability and great freedom of movement thanks to
the swivelling washbasin. The 726 EF and 726 QF models have even more free space in their bathrooms and are
perfect as a separate dressing room.

Wall units with aluminium profile
reinforcement and rattle protection
"Chalet" interior with the wild oak
look and chrome elements
Dimmable ambient lighting
Unobstructed lines of sight for a
generous feeling of space

Basement and underfloor heating
in one: Heated double floor
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LOW-PROFILE

PROFILA T MERCEDES

AN OASIS OF CALM
You can relax in the comfortable beds of up to 2.03 m. Underneath, the spacious
garage and the large wardrobes provide further reasons for handling even larger
luggage with confidence.
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DETAILS AND
HIGHLIGHTS
The new Profila T on Mercedes
are in a class of their own. With
Al-Ko low-frame, Alde hot water
heating and opening panoramic
roof window plus exclusive
Mercedes chassis, the result is an
almost perfect combination.

New star era
The modern driver's cab of the
Mercedes Sprinter with innovative
safety and assistance systems
conveys relaxed travel comfort.

A lightweight in its class
Thanks to the Al-Ko low frame and
consistent lightweight construction,
the Profila T on Mercedes has practical
payload values.

Always handy
There is plenty of additional storage
space in the floor hatches and storage
compartments of the double floor that
can be reached from the inside in a
single action.

Extremely easy to operate
The push of a button is all it takes to
empty the waste water tank
conveniently from the garage. No
more dirty hands, no more bending
over – this is what comfort is all
about.

Inviting
There’s plenty of room for bulky
luggage or bicycles in the lowered
rear garage located underneath the
beds.

For fresh air lovers
The new, opening panoramic roof
window (optional) guarantees plenty
of light and air in the driver's cab. In
combination with a tilting roof
window over the seating group, it
creates the ultimate fresh air oasis on
warm days.

Ingenious wardrobe
An internally illuminated wardrobe
and a linen cupboard under the
folding slatted frames create plenty
of space – and not just for your leisure
clothes.

Comfort zone
With the Alde hot water heating
system, you gain heating comfort just
like at home – completely draughtfree and with constant heat output.

Quick loading hatch
The exterior storage compartment
integrated into the body at a
convenient loading height can be
used for frequently used parking spot
utensils in the models from 696 EB.
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LOW-PROFILE

CONTURA

LIVING LIKE THE STARS
Relaxed travel and relaxation in a five-star ambience – that is what characterises a holiday in the Contura.
The effectively illuminated Contura Lounge with its chrome-finished, high-gloss furniture, elegant upholstery
with decorative stitching and stylish accessories is a great place to switch off. You are virtually transported
from earth when looking through the Starlight Dome panoramic roof, which opens up a completely new view
of the starry sky with 20% more surface area than a tilt-up roof.
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Fine furniture in high-gloss look including display cabinet in the kitchen

Vibrant, contrasting
precious wood atmosphere

Perfectly dimensioned roof
cut-out for maximum headroom

Super-comfortable face to face
seating group with folding table

Stylish upholstery with
fine decorative stitching

Heated floor surface with
storage compartments
Low-Profile / Contura / 27

LOW-PROFILE

CONTURA

ENTIRELY
TO YOUR TASTE
Star-quality cuisine under a starry sky
awaits you in the kitchen centre with its
ergonomically curved front. Fine details
such as the indirectly illuminated pull-outs,
the mineral worktop, the large refrigerator
(optionally in combination with oven) and
the display cabinet for the espresso machine
emphasise the exclusive character of the
interior in this area as well. You can find even
more luxury in the rear: the countertop
washbasin, rain shower and backlit reed grass
inlay ennoble the bathroom with slate-look
walls into an illustrious wellness area.
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DETAILS AND
HIGHLIGHTS

Storage compartment wall units
The compartments under the wall
units with indirect lighting are the
perfect shelves for books, smartphones and other small items

At your service
The central technology compartment
brings together the water outlet tap
and other technical connection
equipment in a unit in the side wall
that can be easily accessed via a
storage flap.

Starlight dome panoramic roof
20% larger surface area than a tilting roof window
and 100% inspiration – thanks to the smart-lift and
soft-close functions and a guaranteed box seat
under a starlit sky. Simply lift with two fingers
instead of cranking! In combination with the
panorama glass in the hood, this guarantees a
bright living space.

Driver's cab
The railing around the roof cut-out is
precision-fitted and elegantly
designed for maximum headroom.
The integrated reading lights are
elegantly fitted.

Keeping things clean
The push of a button is all it takes to
empty the waste water tank with the
help of an electric drain valve – an
on-board camera guides the driver to
a position directly above the drain in
the parking spot (optional).

Rear design
A three-dimensionally shaped rear
wall made of one "cast", including
direction-indicating LED running light
indicators, shows the class of the
Contura from afar.

Attention to detail
Elaborately crafted upholstery and
back cushions with decorative
stitching give the living room its
distinctive look together with the fine
furniture.

Finely made
The high-gloss surfaces of the cabinet
flaps form an exclusive arrangement
with the chrome applications.

Feeling at home
... not least because of the draughtfree and constant heat comfort of the
hot water heating system. With the
convectors in the raised floor, it also
provides comfortably warm underfloor heating.

Safety on a new level
Thanks to the MB Sprinter's modern
safety and assistance systems, you
are always calm and at the same time
safe and dynamic on the road.
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A-CLASS

INTEGRA LINE

UNMISTAKABLE
TRAVEL IMPRESSIONS

The Integra Line already shows from the outside the premium
claim of Eura Mobil in the integrated models. However, the
elaborately designed GRP front with the LED double lights
(optional) and the striking radiator grille doesn’t stop at visual
design attributes – the large panoramic windscreen with short
front overhang also ensures the best possible view and thus
driving safety in abundance.
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Large panoramic windscreen that provides for
an optimal view of the road and lets in lots of light

Spacious lounge seating group
for up to 7 people

Sofa with up to 1.60 m width and
two fold-out single seats
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A-CLASS

INTEGRA LINE

Example floor plan: IL 695 LF 

SPACE FOR DREAMING
In the living room, the fantastic spatial effect is inspirational. Even with the compact layouts of the 7 m
class, the Integra Line provides a lot of light and plenty of headroom thanks to the all-round panoramic
glazing and the lift-up bed that lies close to the ceiling.
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Fantastic feeling of spaciousness
despite a compact length

Spacious bathroom with a huge,
variable wardrobe

Home cinema with a pivoting
32" screen

Kitchen with a hinged cover and
retractable tap

Pivoting driver cab seats with
integrated seatbelts and armrests

 Example floor plan: IL 695 LF
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A-CLASS

INTEGRA LINE

FANTASTICALLY SPACIOUS
When looking into the rear area, the separate bathroom and sleeping areas in
particular catch the eye with their diverse possibilities for use. Whether as a dressing
room, a "pure" shower compartment or a bedroom separated by a sliding door – travellers are always discreetly sealed off without restricting their ability to go about their
everyday lives in other areas.
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Backlit shower column
with rain shower

Surface-mounted wash bowl with
high-quality fittings

Room divider doors right and left
for vehicles with bathroom

Warm air diffuser for pleasant
bathroom temperature control
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A-CLASS

INTEGRA LINE

OPEN TO NEW
WORLDS
OF ENJOYMENT
The kitchen is bright and open –
always with plenty of room to
move thanks to the curved
kitchen front, with a tall refrigerator and large pull-outs.
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DETAILS AND
HIGHLIGHTS
The strengths of the Integra
Line are only very incompletely
described with the great
spatial comfort. The individual
models offer even more
highlights, especially in the
stylish and modern GRP shell.

Practical box
On the passenger side in the driver's
cab is a practical storage box for
travel literature, chargers or other
small items at hand. Naturally
featuring Eura Mobil's typically stylish
and stable characteristics in oak
chalet finish.

“Cast in one piece”...
... is how one could describe the GRP
front mask, not just in terms of the
visual impression it makes but also
with regard to its construction design
– with a perfect fit and superlative
stability that help ensure a high degree
of chassis torsion resistance.

Short cabin principle
The short cab overhang with steeply
sloping front and short dashboard
behind a large panoramic windscreen
provides an excellent view of the road.
The blind spot in the field of vision in
front of the vehicle is minimised.

Safety first
The optional LED main headlights
with static cornering lights give the IL
a distinctive look – and also optimally
illuminate the road ahead at night.

Painstakingly crafted details
A satin-finished aluminium grip plate
and surface quality you can see and
feel on the instrument panel are just
two examples of the outstanding high
quality materials and workmanship
that define the Integra Line.

Rear garage
There’s plenty of room for bulky
luggage or bicycles in the lowered
rear garage located underneath the
wardrobe.

Direct access
You can also directly access the
garage from the interior. This can be
very practical when you need to
hang wet clothes up to dry in the
bathroom, since you don’t have to
carry them all the way through the
vehicle (IL 695 LF).

Extremely easy to operate
The push of a button is all it takes to
empty the waste water tank
conveniently from the garage. No
more dirty hands, no more bending
over – this is what comfort is all
about.

Cinematic experience
The 32” screen can be easily swung
out from its wall mount in the
entrance area, with a perfect view
from all seats. (IL 695 LF)
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A-CLASS

INTEGRA

YOU CERTAINLY LEAD THE WAY ...
... when you travel with the Integra. Thanks to LED headlights and a short dashboard in front of the
panoramic window, the luxury integrated vehicle from Eura Mobil not only allows you to keep a relaxed
overview of the road ahead at all times, but also to keep an eye on everything to the rear thanks to the
reversing camera and wide-angle mirrors. The LED tail lights with directional running light indicators also
ensure that you are seen at your best.
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Thrilling spaciousness and additional storage space with
optional storage cabinets (in place of the lift-up bed)

Lounge seating group with
pull-out TV on the passenger side

Pilot’s seats
with lumbar supports

Large table with a divided table top that allows for
easy passage through the room (I 760 EF/QF)
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A-CLASS

INTEGRA

FREE SPACE FOR
CREATIVE KITCHEN IDEAS
The ergonomically curved kitchen block with surface-mounted hob, oven, coffee maker lift and indirectly
illuminated spice rack uses a combination of materials in
its high-gloss cabinet fronts and silk-matt mineral work
surfaces to create a particular allure.
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Spacious gourmet centre with glass cabinet,
display case for the coffee machine and spice rack
Luxurious living space
for up to 7 people

Table with chromed double
table pedestal (I 890 EB/QB)

Comfort seats with lumbar
support and seat heating (option)

 Example floor plan: I 890 EB/QB
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A-CLASS

INTEGRA

PROPERTY WITH PASSION
Two large single beds (2.0 metres and 1.95 metres in length) situated above a large rear
garage, plus additional storage space in the rear cabinets – these are the outstanding
practical features offered by the EB variants. The magical atmosphere created by the
indirectly illuminated rear wall with chrome plating, as well as ceiling struts that are also
illuminated, is certainly one of the major selling points of this fantastic model.
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The Integra 760 QF/890
QB offers a certain
quantum of extra
comfort with its 1.50 m
wide, adjustable central
bed with a headboard
that can be raised. With a
linen compartment at the
foot of the bed, plus two
wardrobes and two corner
cabinets, this floor plan
also offers a number of
easily accessible storage
possibilities in the rear.
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A-CLASS

INTEGRA

STYLISHLY
FINISHED ...
… is what you’ll think when you see the bathroom and kitchen
with their sophisticated ambient lighting, high-quality mineral
surfaces and shiny furniture fronts with chrome inserts and
top-class detailed solutions. In the bathroom, the backlit shower
wall with reed grass inlays and the washroom wall panelling in a
slate look exude a noble character all of their own.
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DETAILS AND
HIGHLIGHTS

Luxury as it manifests itself in the Integra is both
stylish and discreet. Here, there’s no desire to be
conspicuous at all costs – there’s only elegant
design and functional perfection for you to enjoy.

Keeping things in order
The organisation system in the garage
features storage boxes that can be
mounted on the walls in a variable
arrangement, thereby ensuring that
everything will be put away neatly –
and found again when it’s needed.

Double-coated... makes for better
insulation
The side windows in the driver's cab
are double-glazed and the windscreen is fitted with blinds that
protect against glare and offer
additional insulation (optional).

A shining example
LED headlights make a thrilling impression by creating a daylight-like
atmosphere as they illuminate the road
ahead. The static cornering lights
provide support here in turns and
curves.

Nice and easy
All you need to do is push a button to
lower the electrically controlled
lift-up bed (which can be reached
easily via the seats) to a comfortable
entry height.

At your service
The central technology compartment
brings together the water outlet tap
and other technical connection
equipment in a unit in the side wall
that can be easily accessed via a
storage flap.

Keeping things clean
The push of a button is all it takes to
empty the waste water tank with the
help of an electric drain valve – an
on-board camera guides the driver to
a position directly above the drain in
the parking spot (optional).

Great view from the rear
The back of the Integra is a sight to
see as well: The single-piece
three-dimensionally curved GRP rear
wall speaks to a high degree of
expertise – and a highly professional
design.

Cargo capacity in line with your
needs
The Integra 760 is available in an
AL-KO two-axle or three-axle version.
Those who are looking for easier
handling should go with the two-axle
configuration – but if you need to
transport a lot of cargo, you should
opt for the three-axle version.
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SERIES AND LAYOUTS
A ONE 570 HS 5.99 m

ACTIVA ONE

A ONE 650 HS 6.50 m

A ONE 690 HB 6.99 m

PROFILA T

PT 660 EB 6.99 m

PT 675 SB 6.99 m

PT 695 EB 6.99 m

PROFILA RS 

PRS 675 SB 6.99 m

PRS 695 EB 6.99 m

PRS 695 HB 6.99 m

IL 660 EB 6.99 m

IL 695 EB 6.99 m

A ONE 690 VB 6.99 m

NEW
PROFILA T MERCEDES 

CONTURA 

INTEGRA LINE 

IL 695 LF 6.99 m

INTEGRA 
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7m

PT 720 EB 7.41 m

PT 720 EF 7.41 m

PT 720 QF 7.57 m

PT 730 EF 7.57 m

PRS 720 EB 7.41 m

PRS 720 EF 7.41 m

PRS 720 QF 7.57 m

PRS 730 EF 7.57 m

NEW

PT 676 EB 7.12 m

IL 720 EB 7.41 m

NEW

NEW

NEW

PT 696 EB 7.12 m

PT 726 EF 7.44 m

PT 726 QF 7.61 m

C 766 EB 7.84 m

C 766 EF 7.84 m

C 766 QB 7.84 m

IL 720 EF 7.41 m

IL 720 QF 7.57 m

IL 730 EF 7.57 m

I 760 EF 7.89 m

I 760 QF 7.89 m

8m

I 890 EB 8.99 m

I 890 QB 8.99 m

9m
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All of the information in this brochure relates to the products listed herein and does not apply to any other products of
Eura Mobil GmbH. The models illustrated in this brochure show the features available in Germany. They may also
contain special features and accessories that are not included with the standard scope of delivery. All weights quoted
are values with a fluctuation limit of +/- 5 per cent.
Due to legal regulations, differences from the model variations described here and equipment featured may be
necessary in certain countries. Please ask your Eura Mobil dealer about the exact scope and range available of
model-specific and model-neutral features. Subject to errors and changes in design, equipment and special features.
The publication of this brochure renders all previous catalogues invalid.
General information regarding the weight situation in motor homes
Special features (additional features) increase the weight in the vehicle's ready-to-drive state and reduce the cargo
capacity. The weight of the additional equipment is detailed in our brochure information or your dealer / seller can tell
you. The maximum number of persons permitted depends on the weight and axle load. It can be reduced if special
features (= special equipment / additional equipment) and accessories are installed, so in the interests of cargo
loading capacity certain seats cannot be used. If all seats are to be used, the cargo capacity may need to be reduced.
The technically permissible overall weight and axle loads must not be exceeded.
The cargo loading capacity reduces with the installation of special features
(= special equipment / additional equipment) and accessories. The cargo loading capacity is also not only dependent
on the weight in the vehicle's ready-to-drive state, the actual vehicle weight, the weight of the accessories and the
technical permissible overall weight, but also on the respective axle loads. The only way to achieve the highest
possible payload supported by the vehicle's technology is to have a corresponding, axle-load-dependent load
distribution.

Unless otherwise regulated, weight in ready-to-drive state as per Article 2 (4a) Regulation (EU) 1230/2012 is defined as:
Vehicle dimensions with standard features according to manufacturer specifications (incl. vehicle tool kit) + fuel tank
90% filled
+ 75 kg (weight of the driver)
+ fluid gas bottle (filling capacity of 11 kg) made of aluminium filled to 100 % (equals 18 kg in total)
+ Fresh water tank filled to 100% in drive position (capacity of the fresh water tank is limited to
25 litres of fresh water in ready-to-drive state, where technically feasible*)
+ fresh water heater filled to 100% = dimensions in ready-to-drive state
* marked capacity of the fresh water tank pursuant to appendix V. Part A (2.6 Fn). (h) Regulation (EU) 1230/2012 is
limited according to vehicle model to 25 litres by an overflow valve (recommended filling for driving)
The technically permissible overall weight according to Article 2 (7) Regulation (EU) 1230/2012 is defined as: The
vehicle’s maximum weight when loaded as provided by the manufacturer.
Pursuant to the information provided in the catalogue, the maximum cargo loading capacity is defined as: Technically
permissible overall weight – weight in ready-to-drive state = maximum cargo loading capacity.
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